

CANNABIS

INDUSTRY

TOTAL & INTEGRATED
Security Systems

When safety, security and compliance are paramount, industries all over the world require
a security system that’s both reliable and comprehensive. Whether you’re a licensed
producer, manufacturer or an ancillary business like packaging or extraction, having a
scalable, integrated technology that’s tailored to your business can create operational
efficiencies and drive down business costs.
At the heart of any integrated security solution is software that provides the
ability to view and manage perimeter security, access control, intruder
alarms, video integrations and much more. For licensed growers that
means not only the ability to manage the physical security of the
building but other considerations including humidity, temperature and ventilation as well.
Having a simple, flexible and scalable platform that
delivers intuitive, innovative protection is one thing,
but seamless integration with other systems
makes for simplified operations at your facility is
another thing altogether.

COMPLETE & UNIFIED
technologies

Our strategic alliance with partners allows us to offer you the best transport solutions for your
point-of-sale deliveries, armored cars and guards will also be at your disposal for maximum
security.
At iMotion we not only ensure to meet the minimum regulations set out by Health
Canada, we exceed their requirements to give you total control and insight to your
Cannabis Facility. This empowers your team to be proactive in detecting, verifying and diminishing security threats even before the perpetrator has entered
your facility. You are in an industry where the slightest mistake can cause
the loss of your production license. A theft or a production stop can cost
you several thousand dollars. We are fully aware of it and you should
too. As a Quebec integrator, we have the authority to practice in
all provinces of Canada, including Quebec, which has very
specific measures. As a result, we can ensure the safety of
your products and capital at a national level.
Not just a reseller; not just an integrator; we are a
partner, working in collaboration with you to
automate, secure and manage your Cannabis Facility. In iMotion we are confident
that: « Only the best secured sites will
grow! »

ONLY THE BEST
Secured Sites will Grow!

Since 1999, iMotion has established itself as one of Canada’s leading full-service security
providers; when cannabis became legal in October 2018, it was only natural for our
company to assist growers, distributors and retailers in their security needs. iMotion has
set the standard for superior service and quality personnel, in accordance with Health
Canada regulations, laws and best practices.

Due to the nature of grow sites, they are among the most targeted locations for crime. An entire crop and the loss of extremely valuable finished
products can potentially be wiped by a single theft, not to mention the damage that can occur to other important mechanisms, such as irrigation
and lighting systems. Producing and/or storing Cannabis poses a risk to the companies growing it, and to employees in these sites as well. Hence,
considering a robust and redundant design of security solutions is crucial in the early site stages, this is only achieved through partnering with a
team of experts.
What we offer you is an all-inclusive security service, from the design of your system to the transport of your goods in stores. With our dedicated
Project Managers and a team of Engineers, iMotion is with you every step of the way to guide not only the growth of your business, but the growth
of your harvest as well.

We are in an interesting period time now, where
the world is getting more complex and requires
some creative solutions.
What sets iMotion apart from anyone else in the marketplace is the fact that we are very
exceptional in how we think about risk and manage risk - those two things really differentiate
iMotion from many other providers.
The pillars that are at the heart of iMotion, are trust, innovation, excellence and passion. Trust, for

Frederic
Abenaim
CEO & Founder

example, is very important to us, when you look forward to a data economy and what it means
to serve your clients. We’re in the data economy and trust is a new currency.
Technology for iMotion is connecting for common good. A very simple statement, but a really important statement to us. It is a form of collaborating and bringing together solutions that are
going to serve the industry and our clients. iMotion has taken a strategic and deliberate choice
in being a change accelerator. It allows us to take our future forward. Accelerating change for us
means that we will help you through that change, through our products and services - one
where you don't have to worry about the solution. As you collaborate with us, we will do the engineering, we will do the design and we will lead you into the future.

COMPLIANCE
& Licensing Application

At iMotion, we can help and guide you with your Cannabis License Application. Knowing what
licenses are needed to start a dispensary can be a complex and difficult process, but obtaining
the required licenses are definitely worth it in the long-run.
They will give your dispensary the opportunity to grow with the booming cannabis industry and
last in the long-term. Our team will use their knowledge and experience to offer the best strategy, thus ensuring that your application gets the best chance of being approved.

Video Site Evidence Package
The submission of a strong Video Site Evidence package is an important and critical component for a successful Federal Cannabis Application. It basically demonstrates to Health Canada,
total compliance, and that your site is well-prepared and ready for operations.
iMotion has a team of professionals who can guide you with this process. From the drone operators, narrators and video editors that will film your fully-functional site - our team of specialists
will demonstrate the key aspects of your facility’s Good Production Practices (GPP) and Security
features. Remember that the Video Site Evidence Package submission must be received by
Health Canada before your application can even be considered - and this, within 10 business
days following the submission of your “paper” application.

ADVANCED

Perimeter Security Solutions

We offer a range of advanced perimeter security solutions founded on two core principles: deterrence and detection. Configured and controlled using Gallagher Command Centre, our effective and reliable solutions can be managed and monitored across multiple sites from one
central location.
Our cost-effective monitored pulse fence system consists of a grid of energized,
high tensile wires that can be constructed inside a new or existing perimeter
fence. The monitored wires detect unauthorized entry or exit into defined
areas and trigger instant alerts.

INTEGRATOR
of advanced IP Solutions

Best possible Results
Most value for your money
iMotion Security’s relentless commitment to impeccable service
resulted in a substantial increase in shares of a highly
competitive market. Focused on maintaining the highest
level of profficiency, our advisors and technicians
constantly attend different manufacturer presentations in order to offer our customers cutting edge
digital security technology.
Our expertise, our savvy advice in security
matters and our ability to understand
our customer’s needs mean that we
can always offer the best possible
results and the most value for
your money.

FROM ANALYSIS
to Full Deployment

Expertise & Know-How
iMotion occupies a unique position in Canada, as an integrator of comprehensive IP
solutions.
iMotion favors standardized systems of its partner network, ensuring the
durability, interoperability and scalability of all solutions implemented.
Using a methodology of implementation focused on the optimization
of results and costs, iMotion enables its customers to move beyond
the pilot and deploy full operational security solutions.

IMPLEMENTATION
Easy & Efficient

Able to combine all technologies using Internet protocols, iMotion guides its clients in the
implementation of solutions; From analysis to consulting to full deployment of the solution.
Whether a IP video surveillance, an access control system, radio frequency identification
(RFID) or all of these technologies combined on a single converged IP network; iMotion
is the total integration systems’ specialist. On each project, we set up a dedicated
team to drive the development and implementation of your IP solutions:
Feasibility study
Definition of the needs, its solution, and recommendation for hardware
solutions tailored to the operational constraints of each client.
Software Integration
development of a software solution, integrating the aexisting
information system. Our systems integrated IP video can be
used for a multitude of applications simultaneously, for
example, access control, radio frequency identification
(RFID), building management systems, point of sale
machines, automatic withdrawals, etc.
Evolutivity and flexibility
Your solutions can be extended by adding a
simple and rapid new cameras, whether
they are on the same site or a new
remote site. Choose exactly what
you need today and upgrade
your system when your needs
change.
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BEGINNING

DIGITAL SECURITY

Beginning of the company's

iMotion Security drops all

activities. Invention and develop-

analog technologies to focus

ment of the very first DVR in the

on digital security over IP.

world (digital video recorder)

BUSINESS EXPANSION
iMotion is now doing business across Canada,
with our American neighbors and even overseas.

2000

2004

2009

R&D RIGHTS
The company sells R & D rights
to a foreign group and focuses
on representing the best
upcoming technologies in the
industry.

RETAIL STORES AND LIBRARIES
iMotion starts its RFID activities for stores and
libraries, becoming the official NEDAP nationwide partner. iMotion wins big national
accounts such as H & M, Desigual and YM Inc.

2014

2019

MANAGEMENT
of large scale projects


For the Cannabis Industry
The iMotion Project Management Team structure will be tailored to provide an effective organisation
capable of managing all aspects of this project and to deliver a concise design. The Project Manager
and his/her team will work throughout the project to ensure the design programme objectives
are planned and managed within a defined operating framework that brings together all the
activities and disciplines involved, thus ensuring all relevant parties are fully aware of
project progress.

The Project Team will be headed-up by a qualified and trained Project Manager who has full responsibility to the iMotion Board and the Client for the
implementation of the program. All other project personnel will be
selected for their proven ability to carry out their selected roles and
their practical experience in undertaking similar roles.

DESIGN
Process

Value Enginnering
Our design team utilizes its understanding of the design process, contract forms, construction procedure, procurement routes and industrial capabilities, to assist design teams in managing the
design process through all phases of a project’s life. Our design teams implement management systems reflecting the preferred working method of their clients, protecting their
interests while acting as a link with members of the client’s project team and the contractor. With this in mind, we are constantly looking for “Value Engineering” to offer our
clients, reducing your costs, without reducing the specification or operating
requirements. We understand that there has been a need to accurately
communicate client and designer intentions to those carrying out the
installation.

We also recognize the need to prepare appropriate specifications reflecting the contractual conditions. We ensure that
the project specifications produced are tailored to
internationally recognized formats that comply with
all relevant national standards. Furthermore, we
believe that the project design teams produce
specifications that are geared to today’s
modern systems requirements which
reflect the aspiration and intent of
our client.

PARTNERSHIPS
With Leading Manufacturers

Building long lasting relationships
Our relationships with our manufacturing partners are essential to our commitment to quality. We
seek out the best companys in the world, who creates well designed, well-made products that
are reliable and reasonably priced. We develop long-standing relationships with our
partners, so our customers in turn can be confident of their long-standing relationships
with iMotion. For over 20 years we have worked with the best partners of the industry
producing exceptional security products and accessories.
While the Business regularly evaluates new products offerings, iMotion
Security believes the products that is currently offers through our
vendors are sufficient to execute and fulfill any foreseeable video
surveillance projects.
All of these vendors are considered to be industry leaders in
their respective categories.

Founded in 1998, Milestone Systems is a world-leading

You can rely on Honeywell for the latest innovations to help

Axis is the market leader in network video and a driving force

provider of open platform IP video management software

you keep up with the IP video market. Because we’re your

behind the shift from analog to digital video surveillance,

(VMS) with headquarters in Copenhagen, Denmark. Our

one-stop shop for sales, support and service, you can rest

which paves the way for a more secure, smarter and safer

objective is to improve our clients’ organizational processes

assured that an IP solution backed by Honeywell will be

world. Axis offers network video solutions for professional

and increase overall security through the management and

easier to install and maintain. We make sure the products

installations featuring products and solutions that are based

distribution of digital video data. Milestone XProtect® VMS is

you choose will work the first time – and work together. Trust

on innovative and open technical platforms.

powerful, reliable, easy to use and proven in more than

us to be the only source you need for everything IP

100,000 installations worldwide. Based on a true open

Axis network video products are installed in public places and

platform, XProtect VMS enables integration with the indus-

IP is the technology of the future with tremendous potential

areas such as retail chains, airports, trains, motorways,

try’s widest choice in cameras and best-in-class business

for growth and cost savings. Honeywell offers a complete IP

universities, prisons, casinos and banks. Axis is a

solutions, such as access control and video analytics.

solution – from their flagship video management platform

Swedish-based company, which acts globally via its own

and robust portfolio of recording solutions, to their IP

offices, representatives and well-developed collaboration

Milestone’s product portfolio also includes Milestone Arcus™,

camera family, which includes a full range of high definition

with partners. Axis retained its position as clear market leader

a video surveillance platform designed to be embedded in

cameras. And the Open Technology Alliance forges strategic

in network cameras and in the category surveillance cameras.

hardware devices; and the ready-to-use Milestone Husky NVR

relationships with thirdparty vendors to give you ultimate

Axis also achieved a market leader position in the category

series,

Milestone’s

flexibility when designing IP security systems – so you can

video encoder and thereby strengthens the company’s

market-leading surveillance software. XProtect VMS is

which

combines

capitalize on Honeywell's open IP architecture and use the

position on the surveillance camera market. Axis was the first

compatible with more than 3,000 encoders, IP cameras and

third-party equipment you already have in place to hold

company in the world to launch a network camera in 1996,

digital video recorders (DVR) from almost 150 different

down costs and transition to IP with confidence and ease.

initiating the shift from analog to digital technology.

suppliers worldwide.

hardware

with

Gallagher Security is a division of Gallagher Group, a global

IONODES designs, develops and manufactures high quality

Established in 2005, Inaxsys is a unified security solutions

leader in the innovation, manufacture and marketing of

IP-based video and data processing appliances optimized for

builder capable of supporting any organization's security

security, animal management, fuel systems and contract

use with many other well-known video, data and security

requirements – from access control to intelligent video manage-

manufacturing solutions. Established in 1938, Gallagher Group

management solutions such as Milestone XProtect®.

ment software to IP and HDCVI cameras and much more.

IONODES’ product line includes a wide array of smart

In a highly fragmented industry, we have grown to become

appliances, ranging from a complete line of H.264 video

more than just a manufacturer. Time being our clients'

Whether you have one or multiple buildings to protect -

encoders & decoders, to more advanced compact server

more precious asset, we've adapted our methods and

regardless of the number of users, iMotion Security provides

solutions for commercial, industrial and mobile applications.

business structure to provide them with the best and simplest

is a privately owned New Zealand company that employs
more than 1100 staff and exports to over 160 countries.

flexible access solutions tailored to every customer’s different

experience to ensure the protection of people, information and

multi-station...

IONODES line of Hybrid Cloud NVR combined with the

assets. Inaxsys has been consistently growing for the past 15

Access control means checking that a person has the

IONODES Video Cloud offer an easy way for you to deploy an

years. In an industry dominated by a few global players, we've

necessary clearance to enter an area, building or room. It helps

on-premise Milestone XProtect video solution combined

succeeded to achieve recognition by making our customers our

organise human traffic inside a site and selectively manage

with innovative cloud-based functions. Gain important

number one priority.

access to different zones. In this way, sensitive areas can be

benefits such as simple and secure live video access and

restricted to identified users subject to predefined times, with

archiving of event-based video clips to cloud-based secure

Technology changes and evolves. We believe that developing

all movements recorded in a log. Our technical expertise

storage.

and manufacturing the latest technologies is vital to just stay in

requirements:

multi-site,

multi-company,

means we can analyse the badges you use today and

business. It's a no-brainer. What really sets us apart is the

recommend the solution best suited to your requirements.

expertise of our team and their dedication to go beyond what's
expected.

Traditionally, access control systems and intruder detection

2N is a leading European company operating worldwide,

Hikvision is a world leading IoT solution provider with video

systems have worked independently of each other. Our

specializing in the development and manufacturing of

as its core competency. Hikvision now has more than 40,000

products work together to provide a single cohesive and

communication solutions. It is a world leader in the field of IP

employees, over 19,000 of which are R&D engineers.

unified solution that helps you keep unwanted visitors

intercom systems. All products comply with the strictest

Centered at its Hangzhou headquarters, the R&D teams

outside, while enabling you to monitor and control access

international standards (ISO, TUV, UL, CE) and are compatible

operate globally, including R&D centers in Montreal, Canada

inside. All without having to break a sweat.

with many third-party systems.

and London, the UK, as well as eight cities in China.

At ICT, they believe the key to great software is doing all the

Whether IP door communicators for door communication

Hikvision advances the core technologies of audio and video

hard thinking up-front so you don’t have to. There’s no better

and emergency calls, IP audio systems or M2M systems, 2N

encoding, video image processing, and related data storage,

example of this theory in action than the ProtegeGX

products reflect the latest trends in security. Their range of

as well as forward-looking technologies such as artificial

package. It’s an enterprise level integrated access control,

best-in-class products and solutions are designed to make

intelligence, cloud computing and big data. Over the past

intrusion detection, and building automation solution with a

life easier, more enjoyable and safer. In 2016, 2N became part

several years, Hikvision deepened its knowledge and experi-

feature set that is easy to operate, simple to integrate, and

of the AXIS Group.

ence in meeting customer needs in various vertical markets,

effortless to extend.

including public security, transportation, retail, education,
healthcare, financial institutions, intelligent buildings and
others.

Intelligent Management Systems for Keys & Equipment.

Medeco® is well known for its innovation and use of

Aperio® is a new technology developed to complement

Traka systems enable you to secure, manage and audit the

technology. Medeco's high security solution starts with key

existing electronic access control systems, providing end-users

use of almost any physical asset, including keys, electronic

control, a process that ensures keys cannot be duplicated

with a simple, intelligent way to upgrade the controllability

devices, secure areas, equipment, machinery and vehicles.

without proper permission. With Medeco's patented key

and security level of their premises.

Traka provides intelligent key and equipment management

control system, it's virtually impossible for someone - even a

to better protect your important assets – resulting in

locksmith--to duplicate a key without proper permission.

improved efficiency, reduced downtime, less damage and

The heart of Aperio is a short-distance, wireless communication protocol, designed to link an online electronic access

fewer losses, which in turn means less administration and

In addition, Medeco's high security locks are strong and built

system with an Aperio enabled mechanical lock. Any

lower operating costs.

to resist physical attacks such as prying, kicking and sawing.

number of existing doors can be equipped with Aperio, and

Medeco then takes it further with a uniquely designed

at a much lower cost than installing the regular electronic

Traka solutions work for any industry! Beyond simply

tumbler pin system that reduces covert compromise such as

access system on every door. Aperio is easily integrated with

controlling access to physical keys and assets, Traka solutions

picking and bumping.

most units and systems, regardless of the manufacturer,

can bridge the gap in existing security strategies and

since it has been developed around an open standard.

empower any organization to improve the processes that

Medeco adds another layer of security with its line of

affect its bottom line. An integrated Traka solution can help

Intelligent Keys, making it easy and convenient to audit and

Expanding your system by adding Aperio technology on

your business increase operational efficiency, maximize

schedule key usage. Installation is a snap. Medeco's Intelli-

additional doors increases the total security level of the

utilization and strictly enforce security and safety protocols –

gent Keys simply retrofit existing technology without the

premises. It is easy to install and enhances both the

all from the systems you currently use.

usual hard wiring requirements.

management and surveillance of the complete system.

BriefCam® is the industry’s leading provider of the VIDEO

Tens of thousands of customers rely on Brivo to secure their

Eagle Eye Networks was created to make video security

SYNOPSIS® technology for rapid video review and search,

facilities using our cloud-based security platform, Brivo

easier for all of us. Camera systems have traditionally been

real-time alerting and quantitative video insights. By

OnAir®. With just an Internet connection, both small and

pretty complex, challenging for most people to manage, and

transforming raw video into actionable intelligence, BriefCam

large businesses can manage their security operation with

costly. Eagle Eye is bringing the latest modern web and cloud

dramatically shortens the time-to-target for security threats

Brivo OnAir®. From access control and video surveillance to

technologies to make cameras easier to use, more accessible,

while increasing safety and optimizing operations.

credentialing, Brivo offers future-proof functionality with

and more robust. They believe that by doing this, it will

automatic updates at a fraction of the cost of on-premise

expand the applications. The goal is to eliminate a tremen-

solutions.

dous amount of headache by putting everything in the cloud

BriefCam products utilize the latest deep learning technology
to improve security, safety and efficiency, and are deployed

where iMotion can take care of it and you don’t have to.

by top law enforcement agencies, governments and Fortune

Enabling easy-to-manage building access control to unite

500 companies across the globe. BriefCam’s unmatched

your facilities, secure your assets, and protect your people -

With the Eagle Eye Security Camera VMS you can deploy

detection and extraction accuracy dramatically improves

Brivo Onair is a modern unified security platform that

analytics on one camera or multiple cameras – on any type of

post-event investigation productivity by pinpointing people

combines physical access control and video monitoring.

camera – and you can do it without installing software or

and objects of interest with speed and precision. In addition,

buying larger servers. It’s all done in the cloud on our servers.

by presenting objects that have appeared at different times

The Brivo Onair solution is built for today’s connected

The Eagle Eye Cloud VMS is a cloud security camera system

within the video simultaneously, BriefCam enables the review

business people. From unlocking doors, to recording surveil-

which provides 100% cloud management, 100% mobile and

of hours of video in minutes, dramatically increasing

lance video, to giving access permissions to new employees

web browser viewing, and if you want – 100% cloud record-

investigation productivity.

and contractors, Brivo offers a secure physical access control

ing. This cloud video system has been architected from the

solution through the cloud.

ground up to be all cloud all the time.

AI Designers & Security Veterans combined. Together, they

CDVI Americas is an access control system manufacturer

Uniview is the pioneer and leader of IP video surveillance.

have built the world’s leading recognition platform, used

responsible for the development, marketing and sales of

Firstly introduced IP video surveillance to China, Uniview now

across multiple industries globally. Based on 20+ years of

access control products for North, Central and South America

is the third largest player in video surveillance in China. Today,

academic research and field experience.

markets. CDVI sells exclusively through their distribution

Uniview has the 5th largest global market share.

partners. CDVI offers a complete range of access control
AnyVision is a leading provider of self-learning, AI-based

solutions; stand-alone and PC based access control, cards &

Owning innovative R&D teams and industry-leading quality

person-and object-recognition software. A plug and play

readers, keypads, wireless products, biometrics, locks and

control ability, Uniview stepped into overseas market in 2014.

solution for new and existing systems that overcomes

accessories. CDVI has a wide range of products that cover

challenges such as occlusions, different angles of view, and

many applications, including, office complexes, apartment

Uniview has complete IP video surveillance product lines

poor light conditions.

buildings, government offices, university campuses, hospitals

including IP cameras, NVR, Encoder, Decoder, Storage, Client

and can also cover establishments requiring a higher level of

Software and app, covering diverse vertical markets including

Among other things, it can be used to find and identify

security, such as airports, hydro, telecommunications and

retail, building, industry, education, commercial, city surveil-

missing or wanted objects or persons in large crowds, to

other critical infrastructure. Our newest product, ATRIUM, is a

lance etc.

support the work of authorities such as the police, and to

technology advanced controller that has a webserver built in

optimize processes. Use cases can also be found in locations

on-board along with many features not found in other access

Our aim is to become a global leader in video surveillance

such as hotels, casinos, airports, sports venues, and retail

control products. CDVI Americas is part of the CDVI Group,

industry which endeavors to build a safer world by providing

outlets, where the technology is used to identify VIPs and

with subsidiaries located throughout ten countries, distribut-

professional, reliable and cutting-edge products and services.

enhance customer experience with special offers, services,

ing access control products on a worldwide basis.

and seamless access.

retail solutions partner

ISS – Intelligent Security Systems headquartered in Wood-

Nedap Retail specialises in loss prevention, stock manage-

Lyngsoe Systems A/S Library Business Unit has signed an

bridge, NJ, and with offices worldwide, is a leader in video

ment and store monitoring solutions for retail stores. The

agreement to acquire Finnish-based P.V. Supa and its related

management and video analytics software. ISS provides a

main focus in this respect is to make the stores more sustain-

companies in UK (2CQR) and US (P.V. Supa Inc.). This acquisi-

comprehensive line of digital security and surveillance video

able, a safer place and more profitable. For the loss preven-

tion will be transformational for both companies and bring

solutions which are on the forefront of on-demand security,

tion solutions, the main focus is the shopping experience of

added benefits to our existing as well as new customers.

allowing for centralized command and control of an entire

the customer. The security must not create any hindrances

With our combined capabilities, complementary solutions,

enterprise security network.

and must fit the shop interior. On the basis of this idea, Retail

and not least shared customer values – we will to an even

developed an elegant Plexiglas design gate for H&M, featur-

higher degree deliver on our ambition to work for smarter

Intelligent Security Systems, ISS, is a world leading developer

ing the very latest patented detection technology. Retail

libraries of the future.

of security surveillance and control systems through audio

started in 1974 when Nedap was asked by C&A to think

and video capture, recording, and analysis of patterns, of

about improved antitheft security. Since then, Retail became

P.V. Supa offers solutions for materials handling, return and

video images and digital data transmission. ISS provides a

a pioneer of antitheft systems. In order to maintain this

sorting, that are designed to fit your specific budget and

comprehensive line of digital video surveillance solutions

advantage, advertising panels, customer counters and metal

space requirements. We offer solutions that will fit small

that are at the forefront of security, with the ability to be

detectors were incorporated into the gates over the years.

spaces to systems that service very large and complex

tailored to each project, allowing centralized command and

central sorting operations. Every situation is unique with

control of an entire enterprise security network in a single

specific requirements; our trained staff and engineers will

place.

work with you to design and install the system to fit your
specific needs and requirements.

CERTIFICATIONS
and professional associations



Obtaining certification is a reflection of the will of the company to position
quality, professionalism and know-how at the forefront of its priorities.
Our quality and service are frequently recognized by many external
organisations. Many of these awards and accreditations are made
on a national basis.
iMotion security is committed to providing the best possible
service to its customers and users. Our actions are part of
a sustainable development and continuous improvement approach.

The National Assembly of Quebec passed the Private

The Régie du bâtiment du Québec (RBQ) has been

CANASA will be the recognized voice of security in

Security Act which came fully into force on 22 July. This

created in 1992. Its mandate is to ensure the quality of

Canada. iMotion Security is a proud member of this

new Act represents a major reform of the private

construction work as well as the safety of people in the

association. Established in 1977, the Canadian Security

security industry and follows a long period of reflec-

fields of building, electricity, plumbing, gas, petroleum

Association (CANASA) is a national not-for-profit

tion and exchange between the people of the private

equipment installations, pressure vessels, elevators,

organization dedicated to advancing the security

security industry and the Ministère de la sécurité

passenger ropeways, amusement park rides and

industry. They protect and promote the interests of its

publique (MSP).

public pools and beaches. The RBQ fulfills its mission

members and the safety of all Canadians through

by adopting standards with regard to building, safety,

education, advocacy, and leadership.

The new Act replaces the Act Respecting Detective or

financial guarantees and professional qualifications,

Security Agencies which dated from 1962. It requires

by issuing licences and permits conferring their

The Canasa is a recognized voice of the security indus-

that any individual who carries on private security

holders with the rights of exercising, and by oversee-

try in Canada and have a growing membership of

activities in Quebec, must now hold an agent licence. It

ing the application of the standards established

more than 1300 member organizations in 10 Chapters

also requires that any person who operates a business

through regulations.

and Sub-Chapters across the country representing all

providing one or more private security activity must

segments of the industry. The Canasa support their

hold an agency licence of the appropriate class for the

iMotion Security holds a license from la Régie du

members through a comprehensive network of

activities offered. The Private Security Act applies to six

Bâtiment du Québec: Find us on the RBQ licence

services, including: high quality security education;

distinct class of private security activities, which are:

holders repertory - search for #5596-1577-01 Inter-

leading industry trade shows; government relations

security guarding, investigation, locksmith work,

communications, telephone and surveillance. This

and advocacy work; marketing and communications;

electronic security systems, transport of valuables and

subclass authorizes construction work that is not

and the latest industry information and news.

security consulting.

reserved for electricals relating to intercommunications, telephone and surveillance systems, and similar
or related construction work.

The construction industry is a major sector in Quebec,

The Commission de la santé et de la sécurité du travail

In the last 30 years, the frequency rate of accidents

generating some $30 billion in investments every year.

(CSST) is the organization to which the Government of

with injuries in the construction industry has

The hundreds of thousands of people involved in the

Québec has entrusted the administration of the occu-

decreased by over 300%. In addition, the number of

industry, and the companies that employ them, must

pational health and safety plan. For this purpose, the

injuries and serious sequelae following falls have also

be constantly on the move throughout the province.

CSST sees to the application of the following two Acts:

declined significantly, due among other things, to the

This economic activity requires the contribution of

wear of the safety harness. More efficient and comfort-

many individuals and companies, including architects,

the Act respecting occupational health and safety, the

engineers, suppliers of materials, workers, and

purpose of which is to eliminate at the source dangers

contractors. Together, they form the teams that build

to the health, safety and physical well-being of work-

Today the ASP Construction provides training to entre-

bridges, houses, schools, factories, and businesses.

ers;

preneurs and workers that understands that the acqui-

able, it is now part of everyday life of many workers.

sition of knowledge and skills as well as developing
The Quebec construction industry has adopted criteria

the Act respecting industrial accidents and occupa-

expertise in prevention helps them implement effec-

for hiring workers to which construction companies

tional diseases, the purpose of which is to compensate

tive measures to eliminate the source of hazards and

must conform. The fundamental principle is compe-

for work-related injuries and their consequences for

maintain safe and healthy working conditions on

tency, acquired through training and/or on-the-job

workers, as well as the collection, from employers, of

construction sites.

experience. To demonstrate their competency and to

the sums necessary to fund the plan.

work in the construction industry falling under the Act

Every technicians at iMotion Security holds a certifi-

Respecting Labour Relations, Vocational Training, and

iMotion Security holds a certificate of compliance from

Workforce Management in the Construction Industry

the CSST.

(Act R-20), all the iMotion technicians hold a competency certificate.

cate from the ASP Construction.

MOBILE SERVICE
Installation - service - maintenance

iMotion Security provides competent service technicians who will execute all installation,
maintenance and repair tasks that your alarm, video monitoring, access control, or other
systems, may need. Well-trained to handle cutting edge security technology, they
make routine inspections and will thoroughly teach you about any security system
installed in your home or your business.
iMotion Security has a large fleet of mobile service units. All of our trucks
are equipped with a wide range of tools, parts and accessories. So, our
service technicians can work professionally and efficiently from the
very first service call, and this, according to the highest quality
standards of the industry.
iMotion Security is proud to offer the most exacting
customers unrivalled customer support. With this goal
in mind, our commitment is based upon the
following pledge: prevention, quick response,
efficiency and performance. Thank you for
considering iMotion Security’s products
and services - we guarantee we’ll make
every effort to satisfy your highest
demands.

ONLINE PRESENCE
Website and Social Media

   
At iMotion, we know that maintaining and controlling a strong, focused
and relevant web presence is crucial. It all begins with design and clarity.
Our experience has taught us that a beautiful and clear website is
one of the most efficient and cost-effective ways to generate leads
for our business, especially if it’s built and marketed properly.
Our website receives more than 30 000 visitors per year.
Social media is becoming an integral part of life online
as social websites and applications proliferate. For
our business, social media is used to market
products, promote brands, connect to current
customers and foster new business.

We

can also respond very quickly to both
positive

and

negative

feedback,

attend to customer problems and
maintain,

regain

or

customer confidence.

rebuild

SECURITY &

COMPLIANCE
iMotion with a clear vision and mission can design a
comprehensive security solution, that will ensure the
protection of your cannabis sites.
Our engineers have combined the best technologies of
the largest and most serious manufacturers on the
market. These technologies, once unified on a single
platform, become a winning recipe for an industry
which is in full effervescence and in constant evolution.
In addition, our systems are designed to adapt to your
production and expansion.

109-1955, chemin de la Côte-de-Liesse
Montréal, Québec, Canada
514 337.0008

